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Having an ergonomist asses your
employees discomfort concerns,
answer questions and evaluate
injuries will help prevent lost time
and compensation claims creating a
meaningful impact on your bottom
line

Driving
workplace
success

Your workplace is the bedrock
of your employees and your company.

Setting up workspace evaluations and
providing your employees with ergonomic
office and industry training will help you to
attract leading talent.
Our specialized ergonomic knowledge
partnered with our deep understanding of
your business strategy will ensure that your
goals are achieved at their highest level.
We are here to help and walk you through
each step to better your employees wellness
and safety.

We can help align your workplace with your goals.

Book Your Discovery Call Today! 403-807-1770

Experienced
Knowledgeable
Solutions Driven
RMR Radiators & Boom Truck Services Ltd. has used the services
of EV Ergonomics numerous times within our organizations and
have found the services to be very thorough and professional.
Shawna Bryant provided her knowledge and expertise for both
our office and shop personnel, providing each employee with a
lengthy ergonomic assessment. She then provided evaluations
for each employee, with a follow up to see how each person was
doing. We strongly recommend the services of EV Ergonomics
and we look forward to working with Shawna again in the future
for any additional marketing and ergonomic needs we may
require. - Len Gostick, Elkford BC
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GET A FRESH PERSPECTIVE ON VIRTUAL
TRAINING AND ASSESSMENTS.
PROBLEM SOLVERS FOR A VIRTUAL
WORLD.

Virtual consulting provides your business recommendations
through our employee discomfort surveys on how we can fix
your ergonomic dilemma's. Your organization can benefit by
receiving strategic solutions to any ergonomic challenge.
Inquire at evergonomics.com

Onboarding: standardizing employees

1 in 10 employees
have left a
company due to
poor onboarding
experience!

Employee engagement from the moment they start their first day is
crucial to their role in the company in the long term of their employment.
Onboarding is an important step for businesses to teach team members
what their expectations, policies and culture is about.
Onboarding an employee is the process after orientation that acclimates
the employee into their position with the company. The employer is able to
give a comprehensive overview of their position and specify how that
employee can contribute to the companies goals and success.
Acclimation also informs new hires about what the company can do for them. Ergonomics is starting to play a
larger role in employee onboarding as professionals have found that training a new employee right as they start
will leave a longer impression and build better habits rather than months after an employee has been in their
position. New hires are more eager to learn about the company, how it operates and the expectancies right at
the beginning.

IT MAKES NEW HIRES MORE ENGAGED WITH THE COMPANY!!!

According to Gallup, companies with a higher engaged number of employees have better results with positive
outcomes listed below. Some positive outcomes associated with engaged employees result in:
Higher profits
Implementing ergonomic programs in your
Lower turnover rates
onboarding process engages employees in their
Better safety records
own health, safety & wellness at the start.
Higher product quality
Better customer evaluations
Determine what your company believes is an
Employees are absent for fewer days
acceptable workstation set up. Make sure you
Improved employee morale
have a proper ergonomic policy. Outline
ergonomic training procedures that employees
are to follow.
These are ways to successfully onboard a new
employee and keep health, safety & wellness in
the forefront of each of their minds.
Have an ergonomic specialist follow up after
three months of employment to review their
workstation set-up and physical performance.
This will provide a better outcome to the
employee avoiding injury or having long-term
disorders. Ultimately having employees stay in
their position longer with your company.

Employee
Onboarding

Shawna worked with our HR team to
standardize our onboarding process by setting
up mandatory training for new employees on
ergonomics. This included both office and
shop personnel. Over the three years of
having Shawna provide her services starting
with the onboarding stage, with our HR team,
she has helped to mandate our safe work
habits in our company. We are thankful for
Shawna coming in to make our process easier
and implementing ergonomics into each
employee's new hire package.
- Cheryl Weis, Calgary AB

Each onboarding program
is built specifically to suit your
companies needs, size of
company and how many active
onboardings your company does.
EV Ergonomics works with your
HR department, Management and
Health & Safety representatives
to ensure your companies
messaging continuity.

EV Ergonomics cares about your company and employees well being. We provide packages
to suit every style and size of company in Canada and USA.
We offer buildable packages tailored to suit your companies onboarding, training and
ergonomic needs while saving you money and time!
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Most injuries
that happen in
trades are from
lack of training
on proper
positioning and
identifying risks
right when the
employee starts.

Many office workers don't
know when a company has
an available ergonomics
program.
That is where EV Ergonomics
comes in to help with the
Onboarding and Educational
proess.

WHY COMPANIES
INVEST IN EMPLOYEE
HEALTH
AND SAFETY
PROGRAMS!
HEALTHIER EMPLOYEES

Companies are taking advantage of engaging
ergonomic programs into their work culture as they
play a large role in promoting a healthier and more
active lifestyle for employees on and off the job.

The Problem
The Issue
The Job at Hand
APPROACH &
METHODOLOGY

EV Ergonomics specializes in merging health, safety
and ergonomic practices together for companies to
build into their current operating practices with
offering injury prevention, safety consulting,
training and more.
INCREASED EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY
The advantages of having healthier and more active Being a certified professional and having over 12
employees is that they perform better. Employees years of experience practicing health, safety and
who participate in an employer-sponsored
ergonomics, EV Ergonomics believes in building a
ergonomics program increase their productivity rate safe work culture starting with each employee.
each year and are generally more satisfied working
for the company.
Injuries are currently increasing each year in the
workplace, employee productivity and employer
engagement is decreasing. It is important to have
Ergonomics knows from ground level
the right health and safety programs adopted into EV
workers to senior management that
your company culture.
Ergonomic safety programs for workers isn't just the taking our health, wellness and safety
financial and performance benefits you gain as a
starts with each individual person building
business, each employees health and safety matters a positive work-life habit.
too.
Through trials and years spent improving our approach,
DECREASED INJURIES, DOWNTIME &
testing and client feedback, EV Ergonomics has built a
system for employees to follow in order to sustain
COSTS
positive work-life habits and training programs. Clients
Beyond the benefits to employees, ergonomic
programs can significantly decrease the amount you are knowledgeable about the threats and dangers we
put our bodies into everyday at work and how to avoid
pay in worker claims and downtime. Insurance
long term risks of injury through ergonomic
companies offer the opportunity to reduce annual
consultations.
costs to businesses who are adopting ergonomic
health and safety programs into their workplace.
When employees are happy, they are

What Makes Us Different?

your very best ambassadors.
- James Sinegal
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SIGNS & SYMPTOMS
OF MSD'S

BURNING
CRAMPING
DECREASED RANGE OF
MOTION
DEFORMITY
LOSS OF MUSCLE
FUNCTION
NUMBNESS
PAIN
STIFFNESS
TINGLING

EV Ergonomics is
dedicated to
strengthening your
company's health,
safety and wellness
culture through
educating your
employees on risks,
hazards and prevention.

TIPS: SCALING MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES
As of today in Canada and the US,
50% of all recorded workers
compensation claims are due to
musculoskeletal injuries in the
workplace. The higher health risks
seen in each industry is growing at
an alarming rate with companies
not knowing what actions they can
take to lower this risk.
To lower the risk, first you want
to understand what
musculoskeletal injuries are.
MSD's affects our bones, joints,
ligaments, muscles and tendons.
This means muscle spasms and
cramps, inflammation and stiffness
in our joints, sprains, strains and
even tears in our tendons and
ligaments.

What causes MSD's to occur?
MSD's happen to anyone at home,
office work, factory work,
industrial jobs, or any jobs that
require standing & lifting or
repetitious work.
Here are some of the most
common causes of MSD's in the
workplace:
Bone fractures from falling or
having something land on you
Direct blows to bones, joints
and muscles
Joint dislocation, your joint is
forced out of its proper
position
Overuse/Repetitive
movements
Poor Posture
Sprains

OF WCB CLAIMS
ARE MSD
RELATED!

When you break down how MSD's
occur in the workplace with an
ergonomics consultant you are able
to identify proper techniques for
lifting, limiting repetitive
movements and motions,
practicing correct posture, the
effects of stretching regularly and
identifying hazards in your
workplace that will help you to
avoid a musculoskeletal injury and
an employee workers
compensation claim or time off
work.
How to get started?
EV Ergonomics recommends to
start with employee discomfort
surveys. Evaluate the concerns and
needs of your employees. Set up
one on one assessments or group
training sessions. If there is an
injury that already occurred then
setting up an employee evaluation
or return to work program is crucial
to not see the injury re-occur or
worsen.
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Top Priority: Industrial Evaluations
Companies across North America
know that safety is important,
particularly true for industrial
businesses. It's not a question of if
an injury will occur but when will it
occur and how will a business deal
with the sometimes life-altering
injury.
When your employee gets injured
on the job, your company could
face costly expenses such as
workers compensation costs, rise
in insurance, employee downtime,
costs of replacing that employee
even if only temporarily.
Adopting proactive ergonomic
procedures into your workplace
safety measures on daily activities
is becoming a more practiced
pursuit to employee health and
safety.

What is an Industrial Ergonomics
Evaluation?
An industrial ergonomic evaluation
studies the efficiencies of
employees in their work
environment. These evaluations
are conducted at large-medium
scale companies such as
construction, in laboratories,
mining operations, warehouses, oil
& gas operations and processing
plants.
Industrial ergonomic evaluations
conducts employee interviews
about job requirements and
physical capabilities. An
observation of your employees in
their workplace will offer our
specialist information on
movement patterns, lifting &
holding techniques and repetitive
tasks. Our ergonomist is then able
to verify potential risks among
staff, and notify your company of

what needs to be corrected with a
proper course of action and next
steps.
How can an industrial ergonomic
evaluation help improve
workplace safety?
The purpose of the evaluation is to
maximize efficiency while creating
safe working conditions in your
company. The evaluation teaches
your staff correct posture and
positioning techniques to eliminate
the risk of long-term disorders or
injuries. Companies use the data
collected and onsite training to
address current or rising issues
and be proactive in their approach
to employee health, safety and
wellness.
We have the tools your employees
need to maintain a safe and
efficient workplace standard.
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Driving
Employee
Success
EV Ergonomics offers specialized
vehicular assessments and training.
Driving efficiencies and lowering the
potential of long-term disorders
often seen with long haul driving.

Shawna helped me to understand different techniques I could
use while in my loader for fourteen hours a day. Suffering from
backaches and a compressed spine from sitting all day for years
in my profession drove my chiropractic bills through the roof
each year. Since my company brought Shawna on, I do not need
to go to my chiropractor as often and now watch my posture and
movement. Chad McCully, Fort McMurray AB

EV ERGONOMICS
Shawna Bryant

Chief Executive Officer,
Lead Ergonomist

What is it about ergonomics that you
think is just so vital right now?

I believe that ergonomics is a growing need in every
industry. I see the rise in importance of employees
health on the job in the tune of knowing how to
properly treat our bodies and understanding the
hazards that are in our everyday lives. Ergonomics
provides the training and education to employees that
build the need of the person to the job instead of the
job to the person.

What is the experience like for
employers once they hire an
ergonomist?
The experience can definitely vary for each employer
depending on what your company and employees
needs are. EV Ergonomics provides a complete
company and employee overview with you one on one.
This helps to best understand what direction is
needed in order to accommodate your company and
employee's needs. We like to start with an employee
survey so we can get an in-depth understanding of
where each individual employee is. Ergonomics is a
very individualized service as each person has past
experiences and concerns. Once we have an
understanding of what your company and employees
needs are, we then discuss with you the different
options of services we provide that best suit your
companies goals, budget and employee wellness.

The proactive services we offer
are based on a culmination of
experiences with implementing
successful ergonomic programs
into companies over the past 12
years "

Shawna Bryant
CEO, EV Ergonomics
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What drew you into pursuing
ergonomics?

How has your business been effected
by COVID-19?

What would be a career highlight?

The thing that concerned me the most was the
millions of employees being shifted from their
offices to working at home. Employers trying to
navigate their team through this change with
having little to no advice coming to them from a
health standpoint. The concern was not only on
the physical impacts that our profession would
start seeing if this was going to be long term but
the cost factor for employers if injury cases
started to rise. Due to this concern I reached out
to past clients to help them change their employee
policies and set clients up virtually with one on one
assessments and training seminars. This helped
their employees navigate how to set up their 'at
home' workspace with little to no office
equipment. My business also turned completely
virtual and I had to quickly start navigating how to
help my clients using their phones and laptop's
with video so that I could still assess their
workstation set up and habits as best as possible
without being able to be in person. It was a bit of a
struggle but as I have adapted my company to a
virtual basis I have been able to explore a different
way of reaching out to others around the world.

Ergonomics came into my life twelve years ago
when, as a site supervisor, I was faced with the
challenge of employee injuries rising each year
both in the office and on site. Our employer benefit
expenses needed to be reduced due to economic
changes in the oil and gas industry but I wanted to
make a difference and see what proactive
resources I could make available if I became a
certified ergonomist.
In 2008 I incorporated my health and safety
training, facility management and ergonomic
certification to build a proactive employee
onboarding process, training modules and
regimented annual assessment program for the
company I worked for. I was successfully able to
bring the rate of injury down each year while saving
operational, insurance, benefit costs and lowered
the amount of WCB claims from previous years.
After that, I continued pursuing my dream of
helping other companies do the same.

My greatest career highlight has been
implementing proactive ergonomic onboarding
programs to over 20 companies in Canada and US
since being certified. With implementing this
program I have helped companies save their
bottom line while teaching and consulting
employees. Being able to help employers with
specialized ergonomic programs and helping
struggling employees is why I love doing what I do.

We provide experience to
your team on proper body
functionality at work,
identifying workplace hazards
& avoiding injury."
Shawna Bryant, CEO
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TELEHEALTH:
RISING CONCERNS

Virtual assessments
are being set up by
professional
ergonomists as a
means to help scale
down this concern and
reach out with online
training and
educational seminars in
order to help
employees working
from home avoid the
risk of injury.

89%

The percentage of workers around our
world that will be looking to permanently
work from home is expected to double in
2021. From the boost due to the
coronavirus pandemic and more
companies seeing the financial benefits
of their employees working from home. EV
Ergonomics took a deep dive into the
effects this is having on the work from
home workforce.
Working remotely has shown some major
benefits not only to employers but their
employees. 86% of people surveyed on
FlexJobs said that working remotely
reduces their stress levels. Companies
surveyed on Owl Labs say they have a
25% lower employee turnover rate than
those that don't. Telecommuting in 2015
saved employers around the world $44
billion in total says 'State of
Telecommuting'!

Now that sounds pretty positive doesn't
it! The truth of it though as we delved
deeper into this topic is that about
56.7% of employers did not allow
employees to take home anything from
their office other than a laptop in 2020.
36.8% of employees surveyed by Nulab
said that their employer would not
reimburse their costs to set up at home.
This is a rising concern as health
practitioners, chiropractors, physical
therapists, massage therapists and
ergonomists have seen an increase of 4
out of 5 workers having
musculoskeletal injuries from the
beginning of the pandemic up to now.
Lower back pain is the most commonly
seen MSD injury and complaint with 50%
of respondents followed by 36% with
neck pain and 28% shoulder pain.

OF EMPLOYEES
SUFFERING FROM
BACK, SHOULDER
OR NECK PAIN DID
NOT INFORM THEIR
EMPLOYERS IN
2020
Versus Arthritis 2020 Survey Results

Virtual Assessments
and Training are a great
avenue for employers
to proactively start
setting up with their
trusted ergonomics
company to implement
safer work conditions
for their employees.
VA's also enable you to
check in with
employees about
concerns and create an
environment that
promotes health while
working at home.

SET ME UP WITH REMOTE ASSISTANCE! info@elkvalleyergonomics.com
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THINK
EV
ERGONOMICS
FIRST
REMOVING RISK AND DELIVERING A GREAT WORKPLACE
'Working with Shawna was great - she was
friendly, attentive, and very thorough in her
assessment. I was impressed with how
detailed and clear her written assessment and
recommendations were. I would highly
recommend to anyone doing office work!' '
A.Chapman MN, USA

Fueled by experience
and innovation,
EV Ergonomics has
become an industry
leader in virtual
training solutions.
Book your virtual assessment today at evergonomics.com

Exercising: advancing your routine

Is ergonomics, employer health and
exercising all in the same train of
thought?
Possibly the answer is no, but I want to
tell you why I believe it should be!
Workers putting undue stress on their
entire body, from using equipment and
forcing unnatural positioning to get a
job done evolves to injury or long-term
musculoskeletal disorders. Trying to
eliminate, substitute and engineer a fix
to a persons root cause can often be
challenging without an expert
evaluation of the workers behavior.
Looking at administrative control
options, workplace stretching and
exercise programs, is just one of the
proactive approaches to take for
short-term options.
Workplace stretching and exercise
programs are not a long-term fix to
employee health, safety and wellness
but they fortunately do help support
your workplace wellness goals.

What are workplace exercise programs?

Exercise programs aim to strengthen your muscles and stabilize joints
for the body to perform more efficiently and safely at work. Stretching
and strengthening help to reduce workplace injury rates when in
collaboration with other ergonomic administrative controls.
Ergonomists define workplace exercise protocols that are tailored to
specific tasks being performed and on the population of workers
performing that same task. A one-size-fits-all exercise approach is
not effective if not tuned into the work of the individual and can be
counterproductive or possibly contribute to injury if not controlled.
Best practice is to have an ergonomist come into your company to
evaluate employees work behaviors and provide a regimented
workplace exercise program. This can include:
stretching breaks,
recommendations on frequency and duration of stretches or
exercises, and
considerations of employees with previous injuries on a
modified regiment.

"Eighty-five percent of the reasons for failure are
deficiencies in the systems and process rather than the
employee. The role of management is to change the
process rather than badgering individuals to do better."
- W. Edwards Demming
The workplace is often littered with
complaints of musculoskeletal
dysfunction, limited physical function,
and painful injuries. This creates
increased costs associated with
process disruptions, absenteeism,
turnover, direct and indirect medical
costs, and so on. Workplace exercise
programs are one option to overcome
these obstacles.
- Peter Budnick, PhD, CPE and Andrew J.
Walsh, DPT, CEAS I ergoweb.com
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LEG
STRETCH
Gently bring your leg

WARM UP & STRETCH

to the side bending
your other leg while
leaning to the side
and hold for 5
seconds, repeat on
the other side.

NECK
STRETCH
Gently pull your neck to your shoulder

TRICEP
STRETCH
Gently pull your elbow down behind

ARM
STRETCH
Gently stretch both arms up above

SHOULDER
STRETCH
Gently bring your arm across your body and

and hold for 5 seconds, repeat on the
other side.

your head and hold for 5 seconds.

your back and hold for 5 seconds,
repeat on the other side.

hold with other arm for 5 seconds, repeat on
the other side.

BACK
STRETCH
Gently bend your body at the waist and hold

or push against a flat surface. Slightly bend
your knees and push your body away from the
flat surface for 5 seconds.

QUAD/LEG
STRETCH
Gently bring your leg up behind
you pulling your ankle towards
your backend and hold for 5
seconds, repeat on the other
side.

Occupational
Health
&
Safety
Statistics
"In 2018, most jurisdictions also reported higher injury rates, with Ontario and New

Brunswick leading the way at 15 per cent, among provinces with 100,000
employees." OHSA Canada
“Another concern is that the
injury related fatality rate
In 2019 these were the following stats published on
increased in many jurisdictions
injuries by industry in the U.S
in Canada,” he said. “You put
Health care and social assistance (544,800 workplace injuries
those two together —
and 32,700 workplace illnesses)
increasing rate of injuries,
Retail trade (401,100 workplace injuries and 8,800 workplace
illnesses)
increasing rate of injury
Manufacturing (395,300 workplace injuries and 35,000
fatalities — it suggests that in
workplace illnesses)
relative terms, workplaces are
Accommodation and food services (271,000 workplace injuries
and 7,600 workplace illnesses)
getting less safe for workers in
Transportation and warehousing (213,100 workplace injuries and
Canada.” Sean Tucker,
8,300 workplace illnesses)
Construction (195,600 workplace injuries and 3,600 workplace
business professor at the
illnesses)
University of Regina
Wholesale trade (157,100 workplace injuries and 3,700
workplace illnesses)
Administrative and waste services (112,800 workplace injuries
and 5,800 workplace illnesses)
Other services (except public administration) (70,800 workplace
injuries and 1,900 workplace illnesses)
Professional and technical services (66,100 workplace injuries
and 4,400 workplace illnesses)

Overexertion and bodily
reaction
(approximately 33 incidents per 10,000 full-time workers)

Construction
11.9%
Administrative
6.8%

Health
Care
33%

Manufacturing
24%

That is a lot of downtime that is caused by improper body positioning!
Retail
Trade
24.3%

Occupational Health & Safety Statistics

Injury reported in 2019 Sprains, strains, and tears
(approximately 35 incidents per 10,000 full-time workers)

This is often caused by improper body
positioning, twisting and over exerting
yourself to suit the task at hand instead
of changing the way you move to suit
your bodies needs.
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Estimates of employer OHS expenditures average in 2017 was $1,303 per worker per year.
If the average estimate of $1,300 per worker per year is extrapolated to all employers in Ontario with 20 or
more employees, then employer spending on workplace health and safety is somewhere in the range of $5
billion dollars a year in the province.
That’s well above the yearly amount of $200 million spent on government prevention services, including
labor inspection and enforcement services. The aggregate OHS expenditure for employers in the Ontario
economy is also greater than the annual benefit payments of $2.7 billion provided by the Ontario
Workplace Safety and Insurance Board to workers who have experienced a work-related injury or illness.
Dr. Cameron Mustard

It is my belief and goal to incorporate
ergonomic programs in each companies
culture for the betterment of reducing your
costs and supporting your employees
wellbeing through affordable training
modules, onboarding processes and
individual assessments. I personally look
forward to meeting you and seeing how my
expertise and experience can help your
company. " Shawna Bryant, CEO

Ergonomics Services Employers Value

1.403.807.1770
info@elkvalleyergonomics.com
evergonomics.com

